
WiggleRoom™

Pod
private spaces for public places
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Free to Focus
WiggleRoom brings balance to environments by creating an individual, 

distraction-free option within the togetherness of open-plan spaces. 

Featuring excellent acoustic properties, WiggleRoom supports privacy 

with sound-absorbing panels and a magnetically sealed door.

So, go ahead, take that phone call, have a one-on-one video 

conference or focus, think, dream, create. Because sometimes you 

just need a little space.
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Supporting Your Virus Mitigation Strategy

As businesses and learning institutions re-evaluate safety protocols to 

deter the spread of infectious viruses, WiggleRoom offers a number 

of key features and benefits:

•  Cleanable, hard surfaces that can readily accept most standard 

cleaning agents.

•  Innate “social distancing” via enclosed walls for a single person, 

providing a sense of protection and well-being.

•  Motion-activated “ceiling fan” constantly refreshes internal pod air, 

maintaining a comfortable environment.

•  Creation of natural corridors and preferred “traffic flow” due to 

WiggleRoom’s physical size and scale.

•  Occupancy light indicates whether pod is in-use, reducing risk of 

unintended interactions.



Whether you want a pod that makes a statement or seamlessly blends into any space, WiggleRoom gives you 

possibilities to make your vision a reality. Specify external panels in various combinations of steel, laminate 

and glass. Choose the door swing direction (left or right orientation) that meets your needs. Match or 

contrast frame and door colors for added interest. Adding magnetic inserts to steel panels enhances acoustics 

and aesthetics. Inserts are available in polyester felt (full length or 1/ 3 height) or fabric (1/ 3 height).

Glass Steel

Laminate Polyester Felt or Fabric Inserts
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Free to Express
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Doni, Pirouette and Strive designed by Giancarlo Piretti-



Workspace Convenience 
Select surface size, height and options to support your needs.

Worksurface is 14" deep. Accessory ledge is 5" deep. Both can be mounted at either 29" or 42" height and 

can be specified with a power module and/or dimmer switch for individualized control of light levels.
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It’s all about how it works for you. Inside, WiggleRoom offers more than just a distraction-free zone. 

Select from a range of options for panel materials, surfaces, seating and accessories that enhance comfort 

and productivity in a compact workspace.

Add a markerboard for quick 
notes or brainstorming. Polyester 
felt and fabric inserts are also 
available for a tackable option.

Specify a coat hook for hanging 
jackets and bags.

Floor-mounted upholstered stools in 
18" or 30" seat heights offer permanent 
seats with a compact footprint.

Worksurface Accessory Ledge Power Module/Dimmer Switch

Free to Choose
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Learn more about 
WiggleRoom

KI is a trusted expert for furniture and wall systems around the globe.

USA | CANADA | MEXICO | UK | EUROPE | ASIA | MIDDLE EAST

1330 Bellevue Street • P.O. Box 8100 • Green Bay, WI 54308-8100 • 1-800-424-2432 • ki.com

© 2020 Krueger International, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Code KI-BR-000424/KI/IP/0620 
KI and Furnishing Knowledge are registered trademarks of Krueger International, Inc.

Printed on FSC® certified paper, 
using only vegetable-based inks, 

including metallics. Please recycle.

Fire Safety
Designed to accommodate sprinklers 
where required by local regulations.

Power Requirements
7.5 foot power cord with a 3-prong plug, also available with hardwired whip.
12-volt power supply for power module, ventilation and lighting.

Seismic Safety
Replace floor glides with 
brackets and anchor to floor.

Single-User Pod – Left- or Right-Opening Orientation
Exterior: W44 x D44 x H89 
Interior: W41 x D41 x H80 (door opening height)
Door in open position extends 36.5" from front of pod

Specif ications

WiggleRoom Features

Motion-activated LED light has an optional dimmer for 
individualized control of light levels. 

Lighting

Optional motion-activated LED light indicates whether 
pod is in-use or available.

Occupancy Indicator Light

Minimizes noise distractions. Door is clear glass.
Self-Closing Magnetic Door

Glides adapt to uneven floors and ease repositioning.
Adjustable Floor Glides

Motion-activated “ceiling” fan constantly replenishes 
internal pod air, maintaining a comfortable environment.

Ventilation
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Choose from high-performance grey carpet or 
customer-ordered carpet (both are field-installed).

Carpet

Optional Qi-enabled power module supports a USB-A 
port as well as Qi wireless charging and offers two 120-
volt AC outlets. Specify power supply as 3-prong plug 
or hardwire.

Power

WiggleRoom is a high performance, high design pod that is made in the USA, has an average 5-week leadtime 

and is backed by KI’s 10-year warranty. Visualize your spec and view pricing with our interactive See It Spec It 

tool at ki.com/seeitspecit.


